Abstract

One of the oldest critique that assesses moral values is moral critique. In this kind of critique of the works of speakers that are consistent with ethics and wisdom, one should commended and condemned whatever is contrary to ethical principles. Forugh Farrokhzad, simin Behbahani and Tahere Saffarzadeh are contemporary women poets whose poems are capable of being discussed both in terms of both positive and negative moral attributes. In this analytic-descriptive study, the poems of Forugh Farrokhzad, simin Behbahani and Tahereh Saffarzadeh are considered in this critique, which are classified in two levels of darkness and lightness. Forugh Farrokhzad is a poet whose position in women’s literature of Iran is not obscured by anyone, but his poems about darkness are larger than other poets studied, which is more prominent in his early works. Desire, sensual desire, disappointment, hypocrisy and riot, and wine and drunkenness in his poems. Simin Behbahani has great lyrics, but has lyrics about moral vices. Bhnbanesh emphasizes freedom and oppression. Tahereh Saffarzadeh has also written poetry on ethical issues than others. Despite all his poems, he has poems, he has poems about discrimination, oppression, bastard and lying.
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